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CHRIST 
(DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY) 

CHRIST (Deemed to be University) was born out of the educational vision of St. Kuriakose Elias Chavara, an 
educationalist and social reformer of the nineteenth century in South India. He founded the first Catholic 
indigenous congregation, Carmelites of Mary Immaculate (CMI) in 1831 which administers CHRIST. 
 
Established in 1969 as Christ College, it undertook path breaking initiatives in Indian higher education with the 
introduction of innovative and modern curricula, insistence on academic discipline, imparting of Holistic 
Education and adoption of global higher educational practices with the support of creative and dedicated staff. 
The University Grands Commission (UGC) of India conferred Autonomy to Christ College in 2004 and identified 
it as an ‘Institution with Potential for Excellence’ in 2006. In 2008 under Section 3 of the UGC Act, 1956, the 
Ministry of the Human Resources Development of the Government of India, declared the institution a Deemed to 
be University, in the name and style of Christ University. One of the first institution in India to be accredited in 
1998 by the NAAC, and subsequently in 2004 and 2016, CHRIST has the top grade ‘A’ in the 4-point scale. 
 
The multi-disciplinary institution which focuses on teaching research and service, offers bachelors to Doctoral 
programmes in humanities, social sciences, science, commerce, management, engineering, education and law to 
over 18,000 students. The campus is a living example of the harmonious multiculturalism with students from all 
the states of India and from around 60 different countries. CHRIST publishes six peer-reviewed research 
journals and has published more than 300 books in Kannada and English. A promoter of sports, music and 
literary activities, it is a nurturing ground for creative excellence. 

The Department of English Studies at CHRIST comprises a dynamic and enterprising group of individuals, ready 
to take on any epistemic challenge and make meaning out of it. As part of the Deanery of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, this department is truly one with a human face. The department is committed to critical reading of the 
self, society, and the imagined. It opens up the syllabus to texts of various kinds, visual, verbal, cultural, and 
social. It aims at reading intensively into not just literatures but the politics of the society, at large, that reveals 
itself through various texts. 
 
 
Mélange is an annual seminar organized by the MA in English with Communication Studies programme, 
Department of English, CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Bangalore. The seminar facilitates a space for 
both inter- and intra-disciplinary approaches toward established and emerging discourses across diverse fields 
of thought as manifested through the literatures and the varied arts. Mélange 2018 was on "Re-visiting the 
Panchabuta: A Trope in Indian Literature(s) and Arts. 
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Foodways and culinary representations echo the new trajectories making inroads into diverse 
cultures and people. Essaying a pivotal role in human history with gastronomic journeys and 
culinary explorations, food is mediating new discourses. Narratives and discourses associated with 
food and culinary experiences are steadily breaking new grounds. ‘Culinary narratives’ as a field of 
exploration is in its nascent stage. Food signifies a bridge between nature and culture, defining the 
specifics of every social group, positioning in a social hierarchy and the ideological implications 
underpinning it. Delving deep into narrative traditions, culinary narratives encompass a multi- 
layered reading of food as material and symbolic signifiers, “food-laced memories”, and the 
intersecting paradigms of time, identity, place and space impinging on food. “Taste classifies and 
classifies the classifier (Pierre Bourdieu)” strikes a right chord with the diverse discourses on food 
in a social milieu. The experiences of cooking and eating encompass the food practices across the 
globe. 
 
Experiences of cooking and eating together feed into a rich culture of emotional belongingness in 
a globalized space; nostalgic reminiscences define and bind diasporic communities and innovative 
fusion food transcends sacrosanct cuisine enclosures. The momentous journey, from Aristotle’s 
acknowledgement of the appetitive, and sensory psychic powers of living beings, to Montanari’s 
exploration of the grammar of food, has been a silent revolution through food. 
 
Culinary narratives have increasingly become trans-discursive. The seminar, “Culinary Narratives, 
Representations, and Discourses”, aims to bring different elements within the domain of culinary 
narratives. Culinary narratives involve a holistic, inter-textual discourse on cooking and 
consuming food in myriad ways. The seminar looks into intersecting boundaries of Food and 
Literature, Philosophy, Art, Health, History, Anthropology, Sociology, Cultural Studies, Science, 
Technology and Economics. 

• Food and history 
• Food and language 
• Food and identity 

• Food and Representation 
• Food and gender 

 • Food and health 
• Food and tourism 

• Food shows 
• Food pornography 

• Cooking and consumption 

 Papers can be related but not restricted to following topics: 
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WHAT’S ON THE MENU? 
MELANGE 2019 OFFERS 3 DAYS OF PAPER 

PRESENTATIONS, CULTURAL PERFORMANCES AND 
GUIDED CITY TOURS 
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Day 1 

Beginning with the Opening Ceremony, with an invocation 
reflective of the Indian tradition, Mélange will officially kick off 
what will be an exciting and informative three days. Eminent 
speakers well versed in the field of culinary narratives and 
contemporary thinkers of the food industry are set to engage in 
a panel discussion that promises to be innovative and 
enlightening. True to the spirit of the conference, all attendees 
will be able to engage with the panel as well, thereby 
facilitating rich knowledge sharing. The discussion will be 
followed by paper presentations by scholars, students, and 
faculty members, taking forward new and interesting ideas, in 
keeping with the tone set by the panel. 
 
After the scholarly endeavors of the day are over, you will 
witness a cultural extravaganza showcasing the magnificent 
heritage of India. Delight in a plethora of performances in 
dance, music, drama, and much more! Get a glimpse of what 
makes India, India – a magnificent amalgamation of diverse 
cultures, each adding something unique to the mix. 

Welcome to Bangalore! A city of lush green gardens and 
towering skyscrapers, of tranquil lakes and sprawling 
shopping malls… a city with a burgeoning artistic, literary, and 
cultural scene. Come experience the best that our city has to 
offer while being in attendance of a conference that seeks to 
illuminate what we, across cultures, have in common – food! 
 
At Mélange, grab the opportunity to meet and communicate 
with people visiting from across the world, to discuss, debate, 
and exchange ideas that have sprung up within the sphere of 
culinary narratives, and learn more about the extraordinary 
research being carried out in the field.  
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Day 2 
Day 2 of Mélange is set to keep the ball rolling with 
plenary sessions throughout the first half of the day 
– various interesting themes and topics are to be 
taken up for discussion, facilitating the dissemination 
of knowledge, exchange of ideas,  illumination of 
various perspectives, and creation of cross-links 
across the field through the utilization of 
interdisciplinary approaches. Members of the panels 
will elucidate their unique opinions on the topics at 
hand while you will be provoked to think about and 
negotiate with those ideas, individually and in 
conversation with your fellow attendees. 
 

The academic interactions of Mélange will officially 
come to a close with the Valedictory Ceremony; 
however, for you, there’s plenty more in store! In the 
evening, travel to Chikpet, Bangalore’s colorful street 
market, to shop for souvenirs for friends, family, and 
yourself, to commemorate your time in our exciting 
city. You can pick up aromatic masalas (spices), 
exotic ethnic wear and jewelry, handicrafts, and 
paintings, and anything through which you’d want to 
remember your time here with us.   

With Mélange 2019 putting the spotlight on food, we 
would be remiss in not affording you a ‘taste’ (in the 
literal sense of the word) of India – and where better 
than at VV Puram, loved across Bangalore for its 
scrumptious, mouthwatering array of street food, 
from pani puri to kebabs to jalebis. The smells and 
colors will satiate your senses, and the food, your 
appetite, especially after a long day of learning and 
shopping! 



Day 3 
There is no better way to understand a place than 
to immerse yourself completely in its history. 
Bangalore’s past is intertwined elegantly with its 
present. The towering modern buildings do not 
diminish the regal opulence of its old-world 
architecture. On the final day of the conference, we 
will explore all that the city has to offer. 
 
The heart of the city beckon you with its dense 
greenery. Cubbon Park, with its canopy of trees 
that are intertwined with cemented roads, depicts 
the true spirit of Bangalore – development that is 
embraced by nature. While being well within the 
city, Cubbon Park offers a quick escape from the 
chaos of the city.  
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After this rejuvenating walk, we will head to the British 
Library, a majestic figure that is a proud testament to 
regal British architecture. The red stone building which, 
encloses within it thousands of books, calls out to 
everyone to explore the stories it offers. 
 
The quaint doors of Venkatappa Art Gallery, quite 
literally, open into the past – a world of paintings, 
sculptures, and relics. Walking amongst the relics, one is 
carried into the glorious past of Bangalore. 
After the rendezvous with Bangalore’s past, we will stop 
for a sumptuous lunch and relish the cuisine of 
Karnataka, with flavors that will titillate your taste 
buds. 

We will then head to the Vidhana Soudha, an 
imperial building, which is the seat of the state 
legislature of Karnataka. This structure 
commands awe and respect from anyone who 
stands in front of it. 
 
Finally, we will move toward Bangalore Palace, 
a building that has seen Bangalore change 
before its eyes in the course of the 140 years it 
has stood in the midst of the city. The palace is 
a reflection of the royal culture of one of the 
most powerful dynasties of South India. 
While the sun sets on Bangalore, we will come 
to the end of the tour, leaving you with 
beautiful memories of a city that never rests.  



Abstracts and Papers 
Submission of abstract - 15 January 2019 
Approval of abstract - 17 January 2019 
Submission of registration form along with the registration fee - 20 January 2019 
Last date to submit the final paper - 15 February 2019 
 
Send your abstracts/papers/queries to: melange@conference.christuniversity.in 
 
Ana Viegas                                                Kamda Singh Deo 
ana.viegas@eng.christuniversity.in              kamda.deo@eng.christuniversity.in 
+91 8378969637                                          +91 9044962459 
 
Registration 
Faculty and Research Scholars Presenters - 150 USD 
Faculty and Research Scholars Participants - 75 USD 
Faculty and Research Scholars Recorded Presentation - 100 USD 
Student Presenters - 75 USD 
Student Participants - 50 USD 
Student Recorded Presentation - 40 USD 
Student in absentia Presentation - 40 USD 
 
Group Registration 
Panel consisting of four members - 550 USD 
Group of ten students accompanied by a faculty - 750 USD 
 
Payments Details 
Registration fee can be paid through the online portal: 
https://christuniversity.in/online-payment-portal 
 
Registration amount is non-refundable 
For further details, please visit our website: www.christuniversity.in/melange 
 
For Further Information Contact: 
Dr. Arya Aiyappan 
Convenor, Melange 2019 
Department of English 
CHRIST (Deemed to be University) 
arya.aiyappan@christuniversity.in 
080-4012-9065 
+91 9886656335 
 
Naithik V Bidai            Ashmita Ahuja             Jacob Yeldhos           Leona Joseph 
+91 8892480959        +91 8126423803           +91 7892806392        +91 9535672638 
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